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STAND ALONE, SET APART
Workplace design should address the need for privacy while offering the freedom 
to choose an individualized work mode. The versatile components of Xsede Height 
Adjust provide balance for an active style of work with a welcome aesthetic and 
functionality that fosters creativity, well-being and engagement.

Also shown 
Task Seating: Joya   /   Panel System: Narrate   /   Storage: Priority
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CREATE, IDEATE & COLLABORATE
Benching can save space and bring teams closer without losing individual privacy. 
Divider screens allow you to have privacy, acoustic separation, and personalization  
to support your work style and requirements. Height-adjustable bases within  
the benching applications offer a wide range of flexibility for greater focus  
and productivity.

Also shown
Task Seating: Joya   /   Storage: Priority   /   Side Seating: Lusso   /   Ottoman: Joelle
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FLEXIBLE COLLABORATION
When placing teams in workspaces that facilitate collaboration, height-adjustable 
benching is the perfect solution. Single- or double-sided benching options provide 
even greater flexibility, with divider screens that provide the privacy, security and 
space individuals need. End panels complete the configuration bringing new life to 
the ordinary bench.

Also shown
Task Seating: Helio   /   Ottoman: Joelle   /   Wall System: Work|Able
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UP (OR DOWN) FOR ANYTHING
Bringing height-adjustability into the private office with a clean, cohesive aesthetic, 
Xsede Height Adjust takes daily work to a different level so people can feel their best 
and achieve at the highest level.

Also shown
Side Seating: Nash   /   Storage: Priority & Stow   /   Task Seating: Helio
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THOUGHT STARTERS

Divide & Conquer

Empower users to effortlessly construct the 
ideal workspace by combining privacy screens 
on the Power Beams with height-adjustable 
surfaces for focus, function and form.

Extend & Enable

Worksurface extensions off the Power Beams 
provide a complete, technology-enabled 
solution. Attach overhead storage to the  
beam for a clean aesthetic that doesn’t take  
up floor space.

Personal & Versatile

Power Beams and privacy screens provide 
space division and worker autonomy to  
support people no matter their preferences  
or style of work.

Connection Points

Give collaborative team members a place to 

interact while still having full control of their work 

area. Power Beams enable complete connection at 

any angle of the space.

Shape Your Space

Unite Power Beams with height-adjustable 

extended cove surfaces to create work areas that 

can be separated with storage units or lounge 

seating to shape the work environment as needed.

Engaged Essentials

Height-adjustability, storage and complete 

connection provide the essentials you need to be 

creative, inspired and completely engaged.
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